Near-infrared fundus autofluorescence-visualized melanin in the choroidal abnormalities of neurofibromatosis type 1
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Purpose: To report a series of three cases of neurofibromatosis type 1 examined by near-infrared fundus autofluorescence (NIR-AF) with a scanning laser ophthalmoscope and spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) to show the characteristics of choroidal abnormalities.

Methods: Retrospective case series. Six eyes of three patients were examined by conventional fundus examinations, near-infrared monochromatic light reflectance (NIR-R) and NIR-AF, OCT, fluorescein angiography, and indocyanine green angiography.

Results: All eyes showed multiple bright patchy regions in the choroid of the posterior pole with NIR-R. NIR-AF revealed high fluorescent regions of similar sizes at fundus locations identical to those shown by NIR-R. In one case, hypofluorescent regions were shown by indocyanine green angiography in the bright fluorescent region shown by NIR-AF. The other two cases showed no abnormality under conventional fundus examination or fluorescein angiography. OCT images crossing the bright patchy region showed irregular hyper-reflectivity in the choroid in two cases and hyporeflectivity in one case.

Conclusions: NIR-AF demonstrated that dense melanin was included in the choroidal nodules of neurofibromatosis type 1. The choroidal nodules showed hyper- or hyporeflectivity in the choroid on OCT, which did not affect the retinal structure.
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Introduction

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an autosomal dominant disorder with a high mutation rate. The most common ocular feature of NF1 is the Lisch nodules of the iris, which are described as “iris hamartomas.” Other ocular manifestations include optic gliomas, orbital neurofibromas, café-au-lait spots on the eyelids, congenital absence of the sphenoid wing, and congenital glaucoma. The choroidal abnormalities in NF1 had been thought to be rare, but bright multiple patchy regions were observed in all of the eyes examined by near-infrared monochromatic light reflectance (NIR-R) with a scanning laser ophthalmoscope. Recently, the cutoff value of choroidal nodules detected by NIR-R was reported to be 1.5 choroidal nodules. Thus, NIR-R has been required to detect choroidal nodules in NF1 patients, and the choroid is one of the structures most commonly affected by NF1.

The source of near-infrared fundus autofluorescence (NIR-AF) was shown to be the melanosomes in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and the choroid. Other studies demonstrated that NIR-AF visualized the melanin in age-related macular degeneration and other retinal diseases.
In this study we examined the usefulness of NIR-AF for detecting melanin in the choroidal nodules of NF1 patients and the correlation between choroidal nodules and the appearance of spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT).

Patients and methods
We studied six eyes of three patients with NF1 (three women). These consecutive patients visited Toyama University Hospital, Toyama, Japan, between March 2011 and December 2011. The diagnosis of NF1 was based on stringent National Institutes of Health criteria. All patients underwent comprehensive ophthalmologic examinations, including measurement of the best-corrected decimal visual acuity and intraocular pressure, slit-lamp biomicroscopy, fundus color photography, and OCT (RS-3000 Advance, NIDEK Co, Ltd, Aichi, Japan, and Cirrus™ HD-OCT, Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc, Dublin, CA). We also performed fluorescein angiography (FA) and indocyanine green angiography (ICGA). Fundus examinations of NIR-R and NIR-AF were performed in all patients using a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (F-10, NIDEK Co, Ltd). NIR-AF was obtained with an excitation filter of 790 nm and a barrier filter covering 820 nm to 880 nm, filters that were normally used for ICGA.

Results
The characteristics of the six eyes of three patients are listed in Table 1. The patients’ ages ranged from 20 to 46 years old. The best-corrected decimal visual acuity of the six eyes ranged from 0.4 to 1.2. Although we searched causes for the decreased visual acuity by visual fields and brain magnetic resonance imaging, we could not identify a clear cause for the decreased visual acuity. Lisch nodules were noted in all eyes. Conventional fundus examinations and fundus color photography did not show any abnormalities in two young patients; however, the mother of case 1, who was 46 years old, showed a slight alteration of the RPE in the posterior pole.
Figure 1 shows images of the FA and ICGA of case 1. No abnormal regions were observed in the fundus with FA (Figure 1A and C), but there were several regions with a slight hypofluorescence by ICGA (arrows in Figure 1B and D). NIR-R revealed many bright patchy regions in the posterior pole of both eyes in case 1 (the right eye is shown in Figure 2A). NIR-AF demonstrated hyperfluorescent regions of similar sizes at fundus locations identical to those where the bright patchy regions were detected by NIR-R (Figure 2B), although there was no apparent abnormality in a color fundus photograph (Figure 2C). An OCT image crossing the bright patchy regions showed an irregular hyper-reflective region in the choroid, although there was no abnormality in the retinal structures, such as the inner segment and outer segment junction line (Figure 2D).

Case 2, who was the mother of case 1, showed hypofluorescent spots in ICGA and hyperfluorescence in the posterior pole due to RPE alterations in FA (arrows in Figure 3A and B). In a color fundus photograph, color changes due to RPE alterations were observed (Figure 3C). In Figure 3D, NIR-R revealed multiple bright patchy regions, characteristic of NF1, in the posterior pole of the right eye of case 2. An OCT image showed an irregular hyporeflective region in the choroid crossing at the bright patchy region, and no abnormal changes were observed in the retinal structure (Figure 3E). As in case 1, similar hyperfluorescent regions at fundus locations identical to those shown by NIR-R were observed with NIR-AF (Figure 3F).

Case 3 also revealed bright patchy regions in the posterior pole of the left eye with NIR-R (Figure 4A), and hyperfluorescent regions of similar sizes were detected with NIR-AF (Figure 4B). An OCT image showed an irregular hyper-reflective region in the choroid crossing at the bright patchy region, but there was no abnormality in the retinal structure (Figure 4C). Figure 4D showed a color fundus photograph without apparent abnormality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Eye</th>
<th>BCVA</th>
<th>Choroidal abnormalities</th>
<th>Lisch nodule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BCVA, best corrected decimal visual acuity; FA, fluorescein angiography; ICGA, indocyanine green angiography; NIR-AF, near-infrared fundus autofluorescence; NIR-R, near-infrared monochromatic light reflectance; OCT, optical coherence tomography; F, female; R, right; L, left.
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Discussion

Fundus examination with NIR-R using a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope was shown to effectively visualize choroidal nodules in all examined eyes of NF1 patients. In a recent study with a large number of NF1 patients, choroidal nodules were detected in 82% of NF1 patients with confocal NIR imaging, compared with 7% of healthy patients. These results suggest that a near-infrared fundus examination seems essential to visualizing choroidal abnormalities in NF1 patients. In this study we similarly showed multiple bright patchy regions in the fundus of the three patients using near-infrared fundus examinations. In histopathological studies, ovoid bodies in the choroid consisted of hyperplastic Schwann cells, melanocytes, and ganglion cells in a neurofibromatosis patient. In vivo imaging of human skin via reflectance of a
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**Figure 1** Fundus photographs of fluorescein angiography (A and C) and indocyanine green angiography (B and D) of case 1. Although no abnormality was observed in either eye by fluorescein angiography ((A) right eye, (C) left eye), several hypofluorescent regions were observed by indocyanine green angiography (arrows in (B and D), (B): right eye, (D): left eye).
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**Figure 2** Fundus photographs of the right eye of case 1 by reflectance of a near-infrared monochromatic light resistance (A), near-infrared fundus autofluorescence (B), color fundus photograph (C), and optical coherence tomography (D). Near-infrared fundus autofluorescence (B) shows similar hyperfluorescent regions at locations identical to those revealed by near-infrared monochromatic light resistance (A).

**Note:** An optical coherence tomography image crossing the bright patchy regions (arrow in Figure 2A) shows an irregular hyper-reflectance focus in the choroid (arrows in Figure 2D).

**Abbreviations:** N, nasal; T, temporal.
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**Figure 3** Fundus photographs of the right eye by indocyanine green angiography (A), fluorescein angiography (B), color fundus photograph (C), near-infrared monochromatic light resistance (D), optical coherence tomography image (E), and near-infrared fundus autofluorescence (F) of case 2. Arrows in Figure 3A show hypofluorescent regions by indocyanine green angiography. Arrows in Figure 3B show hyperfluorescent regions by fluorescein angiography. An optical coherence tomography image crossing the bright patchy regions (arrow in Figure 3D) shows an irregular hyporeflectance focus in the choroid (arrows in Figure 3E). Near-infrared fundus autofluorescence (F) shows hyperfluorescent regions of similar sizes at locations identical to those revealed by near-infrared monochromatic light resistance (D).

**Abbreviations:** N, nasal; T, temporal.
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**Figure 4** Fundus photographs of the left eye by near-infrared monochromatic light resistance (A), near-infrared fundus autofluorescence (B), optical coherence tomography (C), and color fundus photograph (D) of case 3. An optical coherence tomography image crossing the bright patchy regions (arrow in Figure 4A) shows an irregular hyper-reflectance focus in the choroid (Figure 4C).

**Abbreviations:** I, inferior; S, superior.
near-infrared light with confocal scanning laser microscopy visualized blood cells in the deeper capillaries and heavily pigmented cells by increased backscattering. Therefore, the fundus appearance on NIR-R may reflect not only increased melanocytes but also choroidal vessels and blood cells. However, a brighter reflectance of confocal imaging of the skin was observed in darkly pigmented skin than in lightly pigmented skin, because melanin provides strong cytoplasmic contrast effects. As the source of NIR-AF was shown to be melanosomes in the RPE and choroids, multiple bright regions in the fundus revealed by NIR-AF reflected dense melanin in the choroidal nodules. Thus, NIR-AF is an important method of examination for specifically visualizing melanin in the choroidal nodules of NF1 patients.

The irregular hyper-reflective foci in the choroid were seen using OCT in the same region that was found to be bright and patchy with NIR-R in cases 1 and 3, as reported by others. However, we also showed hyporeflective foci in the choroid using OCT in the same region that was found to be bright and patchy with NIR-R in case 2, who was 46 years old. Because the locations of the hyperfluorescent regions revealed by ICGA corresponded to those of the bright patchy regions revealed by NIR-AF and NIR-AF, and because regions of hyperfluorescence due to RPE alterations by FA were observed only in case 2, we speculated that long-standing choroidal nodules might induce focal choriocapillary atrophy, resulting in hypofluorescence on ICGA and hyporeflectivity of the choroid on OCT. On the other hand, the outer retinal structure of the outer limiting membrane and inner segment/outer segment line did not show any abnormality on OCT. These results suggested that choroidal abnormalities in NF1 were localized in the choroid and did not affect the retina. However, more detailed histological studies are needed to clarify the effects on the retina.

In this study we showed that NIR-AF visualized dense melanin in the choroidal nodules, which appeared as bright patchy regions when visualized by NIR-R in three NF1 patients, and that the choroidal nodules detected by NIR-R showed irregular hyper-reflective or hyporeflective foci in the choroid on OCT without any effects on the retinal structure. NIR-AF should be employed together with NIR-R to detect melanin in the choroidal nodules of NF1 patients.
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